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are in some cases doubtful and in all cases fragmentary, and
those given by foreigners are even more so. Moreover (and
this is a point that has not been sufficiently emphasized) a
considerable proportion of the expenditure was made in
kind. This consisted of articles of every sort, including food-
stuffs, derived from the land or the workshops owned by the
State, or from requisitions made upon private individuals.
It is manifestly impossible, after so many centuries, to say
what value these supplies represented in cash; nor is it
easier to estimate the cash value of the hours of forced
labour (the corvee), which were a public burden laid upon the
citizens.
An additional difficulty lies in the fact that though the
principal heads of expenditure remained practically the same
since the characteristic features of the Empire remained
unchanged, the amounts raised under these different heads
varied greatly according to the character of the reigning
sovereign. Under an ambitious and magnificent Emperor
like Justinian or Manuel Comnenus the expenditure
entailed by campaigns and buildings predominated. Under
a monarch more conscious of the real situation of the Empire,
such as Constantine V, Nicephorus Phocas, or Alexius
Comnenus, it was the expenditure for national defence.
Under an Empress there would be heavy expenditure for
the monasteries, for charities, and for popular largesses;
lastly, under a stupid or debauched Emperor, favourites and
buffoons absorbed a large part of the public treasury's
resources.
But even after all this has been said, it is probable that,
except in the days of the Palaeologi (i 261-1453), when the
Empire was but the shadow of its former greatness, and in
certain peculiarly disastrous reigns, the State revenues must
have exceeded, and sometimes greatly exceeded, the sum of
100 million gold francs. Those who assert the contrary
forget, amongst other things,1 that one must not take into
account only the expenditure in money, since a part of the
expenditure, as well as of the revenues, was in kind; that the
1 As, for instance, the fact that from the ruins of the first Byzantine Empire
sprang up a number of kingdoms and principalities, each of which had a luxurious
Court and a costly army.

